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Prostate Cancer Prevention Diet
Book: What To Eat To Prevent And
Heal Prostate Cancer

"Prostate Cancer" â€” Two Words That Men Dread. Prostate cancer is one of the key men's health
issues of our times because of the growing prevalence of this health crisis. Prostate prevention is
the best way of keeping prostate cancer away. Why? Because prevention works once you
understand prostate cancer causes and eliminate those factors from your daily diet. Unfortunately,
too much conflicting health information and too many diet recommendations may not serve you well
in the end. â€¢ Stop red meat and dairy? â€¢ Eat soy instead or not? â€¢ Margarine better than
butter? â€¢ Coffee good or bad? â€¢ Low fat diet best? â€¢ Vegan raw food diet best? â€¢ Paleo diet
is the way? How in the world do you make sense of such eminent claims and "scientific" studies?
This book will show you how to create your optimum prostate diet. No theories, no diet dictates. Just
real common sense once you understand the true story of food today. Ronald M. Bazar, author of
the groundbreaking book Healthy Prostate: The Extensive Guide to Prevent and Heal Prostate
Problems, wrote this new book to cut through the diet maze and steer you in the right direction. He
addresses the causes of prostate disease and prostate cancer in particular so you can easily
understand what to avoid and what to do instead. He shows you how to achieve real prostate health
without all the exaggerated claims by the supplement pushers and diet gurus. Your prostate gland is
remarkable! Among its many functions, it filters out toxins from your ejaculate. That means the
worse you eat, the more toxins that will affect your prostate and the earlier your prostate can show
signs of poor health, including prostate cancer. If you change your habits and remove the causes as
soon as possible, your prostateâ€”and your sex lifeâ€”will have a better chance. The Prostate Cancer
Prevention Diet clearly lays out the path for men who want to prevent prostate conditions and/or
who want to take â€œwatchful waitingâ€• up a few notches. He examines all the pros and cons of
different diets with insights to help you determine which foods are best for you in order to have a
healthy prostate. His thesis is that no one diet is perfect for everyone because we are all so unique.
The author will show you what to avoid and how to know what is best for you. But why wait until
your prostate function is compromised to learn what foods you shouldnâ€™t eat and which ones will
help you thrive? Prostate prevention is your best protection from prostate cancer. Ronald M. Bazar,
a Harvard MBA, walked away from emergency prostate surgery twice to use natural methods to
heal his prostate instead. A decade of research and tens of thousands of dollars of
self-experimentation are what have made him an expert in men's natural health in general and
prostate health in particular. He has written 6 books on prostate issues.
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Ron is not a doctor or a urologist. What he is though is a passionate patient and student of men's
health and especially, men's prostate health. From my own experience as the Chairman of the
Prostate Cancer Institute I can say that more often than not, patients are best educators and most
informed about their respective conditions, and are in the best position to pass on that wisdom to
other patients with the same health concerns. With so much information on the market it is hard to
get a concise view of what to do and what not to do and Ron provides a great framework for men
looking for a way to prevent prostate disease. Your doctor can't help you. They neither have the
time or education to keep up with nutrition and wellness studies. In fact, you will probably be
surprised to hear that the #1 medical school in the USA, Harvard, doesn't even have a single course
in nutrition for their medical students! Incredible in today's age when diet is being shown over and
over again to be a pre-determinant of cancer; especially prostate cancer. I don't agree 100% with all
Ron says but I do agree with 95% of it. The other 5% is Ron's personal experience as to what has
worked for him and it is that knowledge that he is passing on to other men. Just like his previous
book, there are some unique and novel theories that have worked to cure Ron and keep him free
from cancer. Given that up to 30% of prostate cancers return after treatment diet and nutrition after
treatment should be the #1 concern for men and their partners. Great job Ron and thanks for
continuing to help educate! Craig Cooper - Chairman- The Prostate Cancer Institute

Buying this book I thought that I would get specific recommendations or a nutritional approach

toward prostate cancer, as the title states. Instead it is a general overview of nutritional approaches
e.g. American Diet, alcaline diet etc and their +/-, not toward prostate cancer but in general.
Recommendations that have no scientific footing e.g. do not eat raw vegetables all year around.
This book has little reference to research or results from a particular approach to prostate cancer. It
makes bold statements e.g. you eat tropical fruit in the winter, you body thinks that you are in the
tropics and does not produce vit D. To this he states other books, doctors etc, that generally are not
mainstream. This way, you can prove any theory you come up with. Budwig diets, alcaline diet etc.
Just pick and chose what is in agreement with your statements and you have proof. Just to see how
ridiculous the book could be considered watch the following video (form the book) tiny.cc/8un2zw .
The author instructs you to put a supplement or food in-front of your prostate. If you body leans
forward, it is good for you. If it leans backward it is bad for you. If you believe in voodoo, go for this
book. If you have a serious prostate problem, seek ideas from others that can show results, perhaps
a good herbalist, a urologist that isn't trigger-happy to snip your prostate etc. My opinion at least.

Its a great book but trying to find foods without preservatives is a bit difficult. I don't think anyone
can go to the extreme of Mr. Bazar,but moving toward cleaner foods and more plant based food and
less animal fats, is a good idea. Actually I like the direction of Mr. Bazar's book. It moves toward
cleaner safer foods.Unfortunately no one seems to know what causes prostate cancer and
indications that it is genetic. But, eating cleaner foods can't hurt,and is probably helpful in the long
run.

I was totally fascinated by this guy's message and information. It seems that he has somewhat
removed himself (in distance and communication) from the medical experts on the options that are
available to you when the possibility of prostate cancer announces itself. In fact, Bazar strongly
urges men to think of their nutritional health BEFORE cancer is evident. Well, we all know that it is
actively developing in all males growing old enough, so that is certainly sound advice. Unhappily the
vast majority of males fail to see this coming, and when it does they seek professional medical help,
all of which may land them in a medical quandary worse than they could possible imagine.Bazar is
clear, definitive and detailed in his recommendations of just what to do ON YOUR OWN. He shows
a sensitivity toward those of us who are more into our eating preferences derived over time, and
makes reasonable suggestions to advance toward healthy eating for all comers.Should I have
reservations about his approach their are twofold: 1. I just do not agree that we should reject
medical advice - we should rather learn about our options, clearly understand who we are physically

and mentally, and then take charge of our health unswerved by some of the 'used car' mentality of
medical practitioners. 2. I am uncertain about some of the nutritional recommendations of Bazar,
seems that they are somewhat dated. I have with my illness, and I am completely in Bazar's camp
on the importance of deriving you own nutritional therapy before and during your trauma, found that
new nutritional research arrives almost monthly. It is for us who are concerned about prostate
cancer, whether or not we have been diagnosed, to take charge.Bazar's book is a wonderul
complement to an array of nutritional guides already existing - do buy it!
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